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Plan for Today

Sharing
What are you trying?
How is it going?

Resources
An Inspirational Example
Your Book as a Resource

Next Steps
What will you do?



Fostering SRL and SEL 



The Process of SEL



What is Self-Regulated Learning?

Lifelong learners are self-regulating learners (alone & with others!)

Self-regulating learners know how to control their thoughts, 
feelings, and actions to achieve personal goals and respond to 
environmental demands (Zimmerman, 2008)

Self-regulation describes "active," strategic learning

Individuals can take, and feel in 
control, over learning by deliberately 
and reflectively “self-regulating” their 
engagement in activities



Probing Deeper:
What is SRL? 

Metacognition

Strategic 
Action

Motivation 
& Emotion

SRL

Awareness of personal 
strengths and 
limitations; Using that self-
awareness
to solve problems and cope 
with challenges

Choosing from a repertoire 
of strategies those best 
suited to the situation and 
applying them effectively 
and efficiently

Affective responses;
Beliefs about ability; 
Willingness to try;
Expectations for 
success



Overall Classroom Environment
Activities ... Supports ... Assessment/Feedback

An Integrative Model of Self-Regulation
(Butler, Schnellert, & Perry, 2016)

Cycles of 
Self-

Regulated 
Activity

Planning

Interpreting Tasks

Monitoring

Adjusting

Enacting 
Strategies

History,
Strengths,

Challenges,
Metacognition,

Knowledge,
Beliefs,
Agency 

Butler, 2002; Butler et al., 2011

Emotions & Motivation



Sharing

What have you been thinking or trying in your 
context related to our focus on SEL/SRL?

Where has your inquiry been focusing?

What have you been seeing in practice?

What have you tried or are you thinking of  trying?



Inspirational Example

Design Thinking



How can we create inclusive 
environments in which 
students feel they belong and 
are empowered to engage in 
rich forms of learning?

Nurturing Learning in 
Inclusive Classrooms



“What happens when we use an inquiry 
approach to help students talk about and 

self-regulate their learning?”



Metacognitive Strategies 

1. Planning

2. Monitoring

3. Problem Solving

4. Evaluating

References:
- A Classroom Investigation of the Growth of Metacognitive Awareness in Kindergarten Children 

through the Writing Process, Early Education Journal (2004)
- Thinking About our Thinking, Cheifland Elementary Metacognition Share Out (2011)



Classroom 
Learning 
Intentions



Reflecting on Play



Budgell 
Dino Inquiry



What did we notice?

● More student engagement

● Less classroom management challenges

● More student led conversations - at school and at 
home

● More teamwork and problem solving at a student 
level 



Writing Workshop

Will the integration of  whole 
class criteria setting and self  
assessment help students to 

increase their confidence 
and interest in their reading 

and writing?



The Launch
- Showed the kids student 

exemplars
- Set up a student writing 

station and personal 
writing folders

- What is “Friend Write 
Friday” brainstorm

- Discovered a connection 
to last year (meaningful 
books/meaningful writing)

- Coil-bound books and 
special spot for their books

- Set criteria as a group and 
individually 

Reference: All About The Authors, Katie Wood Ray (2003) 



Choice = High interest

What do you know a lot 
about? 

What are you 
passionate about?



Tool Kit



Results
What went well: 

- They know and use the reading strategies outside of  buddy reading and 
come up with their own systems (Help Me Out Hedgehog; You Read, I 
Read) 

- Their engagement, motivation, and persistence increased during buddy 
reading time

Stretches:

- Strategic partnerships

- Book choices

Next Steps: 

- Fluent readers leading large groups instead of  individuals

- Incorporating other centre and guided reading practises (eg, must-do’s, word 
work, etc.)

- On the bookmark, have students reflect on what they did (exit ticket)  



• What happens when we use inquiry 
learning as a way to engage all learners?
• Genius Hour
• Project-based Learning
• Guided Inquiry
• Empathetic Design



Empathetic Design

- Introduce the Design Challenge

- Design Thinking Process
- Interviewing
- Brainstorming
- Consensus
- Sketch

- Prototype Building

- Sharing and Debriefing





William Mack Middle

What happens when we engage learners (and (teach Science and 
Social Studies) through empathetic design?



How would you redesign an airplane seat? (6A)

What did we do? 



Empathetic Design

- Introduce the Design Challenge

- Design Thinking Process
- Interviewing
- Brainstorming
- Consensus
- Sketch

- Prototype Building

- Sharing and Debriefing



Rossland Summit School

LFI teachers design challenge using Newton’s 3 Laws:

Design Challenge:

Create a unique element for a multi-use park. It has to be for ages 5-14, 
it has to represent one or more of  Newton's Laws, it had to be unique 
and not something they had already seen. 

Questions for students to think about during 
the design process:

How does your prototype relate to Newton's Laws?

How is your prototype an innovative design?

Why did you pick the design you did?

Justify you final design choice



Strategic Questioning



Developing 
Self-Regulating 

Learners

Our Shared 
Reading for 
Last Year

Many chapters 
include planning 

tools you can 
lean on this year



Developing 
Self-Regulating 

Learners

Chapter Five
Reflecting on 

Practices 
(Creating Safe & 

Supportive 
Environments)


SRL PLANNING TOOL 5-1

Fostering SRL: Reflecting on Action



		Your Name



		Grade



		Subject(s)

		Date



		Activity?





		Context: What was your goal? What did you try? 

		Observation. What happened? What did you notice about the students’ reaction and learning?









		React and interpret: What did you learn (a) about promoting SRL; (b) about teaching and learning generally?







		Reflect and Plan: What will you try next? 









Developing 
Self-Regulating 

Learners

Chapter Seven
Designing SRL-

Promoting 
Activities


SRL PLANNING TOOL 7-1

Designing SRL promoting Activities



		Your Name



		Grade



		Subject(s)

		Date



		Instructional Goals/Objectives:







		Activity/Task Description:



		How is Your Activity/Task Creating Opportunities for Active Learning and SRL?



		How does your activity/task work towards multiple goals?



		How are you focusing on large chunks of meaning (big ideas)?



		How are you integrating across content areas?



		How is learning extended over time?



		How are students making choices?



		How are students engaging in a variety of processes?



		How are students involved in both individual and social forms of learning?



		How can students create a variety of products to demonstrate their learning?









Developing 
Self-Regulating 

Learners

Chapter 8
Creating 

Supports for 
SRL


SRL PLANNING TOOL 8-1

Weaving Supports for SRL into Activities and Environments



		Your Name



		Grade



		Subject(s)

		Date



		Instructional Goals/Objectives



		Activity/Task Description:



		How Will you Weave Supports for Active Learning and SRL into Activities? Consider, in each area, how you might also recruit students to support each others' learning.



		How will you integrate support for SRL into activities?



		How will you support students to engage in full cycles of strategic action (interpreting tasks, setting goals, planning, enacting strategies, monitoring, revising)?



		How will you bridge from providing guidance to fostering independence?



		How will you support students’ thinking and learning processes?



		How will you nurture learners' construction of knowledge and adaptive expertise?









Developing 
Self-Regulating 

Learners

Chapter 9
Designing 

Assessments and 
Feedback


SRL PLANNING TOOL 9-1

Assessments and Feedback for SRL



		Your Name



		Grade



		Subject(s)

		Date



		Instructional Goals/Objectives:





		Activity/Task Description:





		How Will you Create Assessments and Feedback Supportive of Active Learning and SRL?



		How will you generate information for both yourself and students?



		How will you distribute assessments and feedback through activities?



		How will you engage students in recognizing, interpreting, and/or co-constructing learning goals?



		How will you assess for both content and process goals?



		How will you grade for growth and progress?



		How will you use assessment and feedback to empower students (e.g., through self-assessment? by engaging them in full cycles of strategic action)?



		How will you use assessment and feedback to create a "dialogue" with students?



		How will you ensure your feedback is "powerful" (e.g., helps learners understand learning intentions, progress, and what to do next)?









Spirals of  Inquiry
(Halbert & Kaser, 2013)

What is happening in 
your context?

What do you need 
to learn about?What will you do?

How is it going? 
What’s next?

What do you need to 
focus on?

What do you think 
is going on?



What's Next?

We'll see you again in February!

Between now and then, what will you 
do?
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